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November
Deal Statistics
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A very low total in
November, about half
the monthly norm. 
 Nonetheless, we added
three companies to our
watch list, which is
right on target. 

Gamifying  Workouts Connects up-and-coming 
brands with neighborhood 

retailers
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Rounds over $100M
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Online community for
 customized fitness plans 
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$25 Million

Series A

Index Ventures

Paris, Ile-de-France, France

$36 Million

Ankorstore- 82/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Ankorstore is an online B2B wholesale marketplace that connects
independent shop owners and specialist brands with neighborhood
retailers.

We didn't expect a second company from Paris to make our monthly top deal list so soon after finding
Yubo, but along comes Ankorstore, which attracted $25M from Index for its wholesale marketplace for up-
and-coming brands in Europe.  We love that it is B2B, not B2C, hence avoiding the  expensive endeavor
that consumer customer acquisition and retention has become.  And we are on the record as big fans of
Faire, which has a similar marketplace in the US.  

This brings up an interesting discussion of "winner-take-most".  Will Faire cede Europe to
Index/Ankorstore?   Can both Faire and Ankorstore "take most"?  The answer is complex, which is why
CEOs have Blitzscaling on their shelves.

Regarding scoring, we have a 2-sided marketplace with high transaction value and consideration, for
which we give a 10/10 for network effect.  Distribution is tougher.  They need to attract the brands, and
the retailers, and while they are not hard to find, they tend to be very numerous, very busy, and
technologically naive.  But clearly the value proposition is compelling as the marketplace is up and running
with 1000s of participants, so product market fit is good. The market size is enormous.  We view the
margin as high, in that their take is high margin.  Scalability is strong as well.  There needs to be good
customer service, which is a slight drag on the human capital side.  But overall this is an electronic
marketplace like etsy or ebau and hence readily scalable. 
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$101 Million

Series F

Sequoia Capital, TCV

San Francisco, California, USA

$152 Million

Strava- 95/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Strava is an online network where runners and cyclists can record their
activities, compare performance, and compete with their community.

Yes, we are a bit late to the party at Strava.  But so was Sequoia, who didn't enter until the D round.  We
highlight it this month because the company  so well showcases the Blitzscaling Ventures strategy.  First, it
proves that early stage investing into crowded markets is hard, which is why we wait until after a top-tier
investor steps in.  Second, it exhibits the power of network effects and viral marketing so well, which lead to
a killer Blitzscaling score of 95/100.  

Let's think back.  How many "share your workout" apps was Strava competing against in 2010 when
originally founded?   200?  2000?  Something on that order.  How many angel investors thought the one
they funded was going to be the winner?  2000?  Do you wish you were one of the angels that funded a
Strava competitor?  Us either. 

Strava had great execution, and eventually caught the eye of Sequoia who led their D round.  And you can
be sure that once Sequoia put their stamp on the company, it became the overnight "horse to beat".  So
the time to invest would be alongside Sequoia, or as soon as possible thereafter.  That said, our target is B
and C rounds, so we likely will not pursue an investment here - it is just too late for us.   

Back to the scoring.  The network effect here is obvious - when competing for workout supremacy, you
need to be on the same platform as your friends.  And when you want to add someone to your group, you
send them to Strava where you already are.  Their subscription revenue and ad revenue are very high
margin, the product market fit is amazing as exhibited by their winning the category.  We knocked them for
market size, as let's face it, not all of us are workout fanatics that need to compete. 
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$2 Million

Seed

Sequoia Surge

Tampa, Florida, United States

$2 Million

Fittr- 88/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Fittr is a community-driven online platform that helps people attain their
fitness goals.

Fittr is early but intriguing. We met the entrepreneur about a year ago at an MIT bootcamp, and were
highly impressed with the team and the early traction.  Evidently so was Sequoia, which runs an
accelerator program called "Sequoia Surge" in India that decided to back Fittr.  

Fittr builds community around healthy lifestyle, primarily workouts.  Top coaches help subscribers get fit,
and connect with others on the same journey.  The network effects here come from both aspects - the
community becomes a social network and the coaching is a 2-sided marketplace.  But is this really winner-
take-most?  Strava suggests that it can be, but also that becoming that winner is frought with peril
amongst an army of competitors.  Fittr has an advantage here, in that the CEO and founder is a well-
known fitness personality in India.

So, we like the business model, the team, and the early traction.  We will be learning more about the
market dynamics and the traction as they grow the company and work toward a larger financing in 2021.
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November Deals
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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